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organizations is increasing as well, and additional projects are being planned. 
The 'llanos' (plains) is a vast area in Eastern Colombia, whose beekeeping potential is 

largely untapped. The rainy season is quite severe, but honey yields are high, and many 
suitable apiary sites exist. If biological control methods succeed in reducing the amount of 
pesticide used in cotton cultivation, and if the road system is improved, the llanos may be 
a region into which Proapicolas or other beekeepers can profitably expand. 

Currently there are a number of beekeeping development programmes in Colombia, 
under both government and private auspices. Co-operation among these groups would 
help to standardize the training of beekeepers, and to make available bee equipment of 
uniformly high quality. The agricultural bank of Colombia, la Caja Agraria, now awards 
low-cost loans to people who have completed an approved beekeeping training course. 
This and other programmes of its kind greatly benefit beekeepers and are to be 
encouraged. 

The situation may be summed up as follows. The rainy season poses serious challenges 
to successful beekeeping in the tropics; in many areas it is more difficult to maintain 
colonies through this season than it is to winter colonies in most of the temperate regions 
of the world. Solving the problems associated with the rainy season must be given 
increased emphasis in the development of tropical beekeeping management schemes. 

Private enterprises may be quite valuable to the overall development of a national 
beekeeping industry. The establishment of a successful beekeeping outfit can serve as a 
model, teaching beekeepers by example. Co-operation between private and public 
apiculture programmes could help to solve the many technical problems that exist in the 
developing tropical regions. 
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W^ For those interested in history 
Britannia's skep 
In years gone by bees have been regarded as symbols of divine sweetness, of virginity, of 
an organized community and, especially in the last century, of industry and thrift. 
Perhaps because bees are so small, a hive has often been used as the symbol rather than 
the bees themselves. 

An enquiry addressed to the Bank of England, as to when the skep last disappeared 
from their banknotes, elicited some interesting information from the Bank's Museum and 
Historical Research Section. 

When the Bank of England was founded in July 1694, the seal depicted "Britannia 
sitting and looking on a Bank of money" (sic). This theme was adapted for the vignette 
that appeared on the upper left part of Bank of England notes (Fig. 1). There were many 
variations in detail, particularly during the eighteenth century, as individual engravers 
interpreted the design. In the first few years (1699-1703) the pile of money became 

Fig. 1 Britannia emblems on Bank of England banknotes. 
Top row: 1699, 1702, 1703; bottom row: 1707, 1712, 1732. 
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increasingly tidy, and rather skep-shaped. Between 1712 and 1732 it moved to the other 
side of Britannia, where :: has remained ever since. The transformation of a pile of money 
(coin) into a skep was ccr.Dleted by 1838, when the skep was given a flight entrance, and 
a handle at the top (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 2. Britannia emblem on a banknote of 1838, with the pile of coin completely transformed 
into a skep, showing the flight entrance. 

New notes issued in 1855 incorporated the classic vignette of Brittania shown in Fig. 3. 
This design, by Daniel Maclise, R.A., shows the skep still at Britannia's right hand, but 
now with an indication of the coiled straw from which it is made, and a flight entrance 
(but no handle), and—as always—no bees. Black and white notes of this design were 
issued until 1957, when a blue £5 note designed by Stephen Gooden, R.A., was issued; it 
still showed the head of Britannia, but neither a skep nor a pile of money. 

The Maclise medallion that included the straw skep was adapted for the coloured £1 
and 10/- (=£0.50) notes introduced in 1928, but the flight entrance disappeared in this 
engraving. In 1960 a new £1 note was introduced, designed by Robert Austin, R.A., with 
a portrait of Her Majesty the Queen. There was a Britannia emblem, with a pile of coin at 
her feet rather than a skep, on each side of the note. 

The flight entrance (Fig. 3) was shown from 1855 to 1956 on notes for £5 and over. Both 
the skep and the pile of coin were omitted from the £5 note in 1957. The skep continued 
in the £1 note until 1960, and in the 10/- note until 1961—when the design reverted to the 
pile of coin. The £5 note of 1963 and all subsequent Bank of England notes have shown 
Britannia similarly, with noney, not a skep. 
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Fig. 3. The classic vignette of Britannia designed in 1855 by Daniel Maclise, R.A., and used on 
Bank of England banknotes until 1957. 

Our appreciation is expressed to the Museum and Historical Research Section HO-G 
of the Bank of England for their investigations on our behalf, and for arranging 
permission for our reproduction of the Bank of England copyright photographs (MBC 
779, 1877, 1074) in Fig. 1, 2 and 3, respectively. 
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